Abstract. The interior boundary-value electromagnetic (vector) problem in the region between two perfectly conducting spheres of radii /?!, R2 and distance d between their centers is considered. Surface singular integral equations are used to formulate the problem. Use of spherical vector wave functions and related addition theorems reduces the solution of the integral equations to the problem of solving an infinite set of linear equations. Their determinant is evaluated in powers of kd = 2ird/\ to a few terms. It is then specialized to the axially symmetric case and set equal to zero. This yields closed-form expressions for the coefficients gns in the resulting relations wns(kd) = w"s(0) [1 + gns{kd)2 + •■■] for the natural frequencies of the cavity. Numerical results, comparisons and possible generalizations are also included.
Introduction.
The interior boundary-value acoustic problem in the region between two spheres of radii , R2 and distance d between their centers (see Fig. 1 ) for both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, has been solved elsewhere [1] , The present paper deals with the corresponding electromagnetic problem between perfectly conducting eccentric spheres and should be read in conjuction with [1] , The motivation for considering analytical and exact solutions to such problems, their advantages over numerical ones and the possible generalizations to other shapes are discussed in [1] and will not be repeated here. An updated and extensive reference list may also be found in [1] . However, the significant differences between acoustic and electromagnetic cavities that will be brought to light in this paper require a separate treatment.
As in [1] , let small letters , q2) denote points on 5! and S2 and capitals (P, Q) points not on 5, , S2 . A fixed point on Si or S2 is designated by p^ (0! , 00 or p2{62^7 , cj>2), a variable one by q^, <p[) or q^d2, (f>'2), with the primes indicating, in particular, variables of integration. Under this notation Ri , (or R2, d2, <j)'2) indicate spherical coordinates of px (or q2) with respect to centers (or 02) of the surface Si (or S2) to which the point belongs. However, pi(Ri2, 9l2, <f>12) or q^R'^ , 621, (p2l) are spherical coordinates of the same points with respect to the other center, 02 or , indicated by the second subscript. Normal unit vectors npl, iiQ2 on Sj, S2 are directed out of V, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The electromagnetic cavity problem in V, with perfectly conducting boundaries and S2, can be formulated in terms of homogeneous surface integral equations on , S2 [2, 3, 4] for the unknown surface current densities jiiPi)'--2ttj\ 00 = npi X [ t/i (<7i) X VG(pi, <70] dSql Js, + "pl X Is I/2 (?2) X7%, <?2)] </S,2 ,
-2tt/'2 (j02) = «p2 X f [j\ (qi) X V'<?(/?2, ^0] dSqi + np 2 X f fc(?,)XV%,?2)]flt2, 
is the free space Green's function and V' operates on the prime coordinates of the point qx (or q2). The integrals involving V'G{pi , q 1) or V'G(p2 ,q2) are convergent singular surface integrals [2, 4, 5] .
In the following, analytical solutions of the preceding integral equations are obtained, after properly evaluating the singular integrals by a convenient limiting process. Use also is made of translational addition theorems for spherical vector wave functions [6] . In the limit of small kd and in the particular but important case of axially symmetric fields, an exact evaluation of the elements of an infinite determinant and of the determinant itself is achieved that yields the values of the resonant frequencies a>vs(kd) to second order in kd, in exact analogy with the methods of [1] .
Solution of the integral equations. The unknown surface current densities j 1 (<71), ji (#2), being tangential to the surfaces Sx and S2 of the spheres, may be conveniently expanded in terms of a complete set of complex spherical surface vector functions B, C of the angles d, 0 [7] , The latter are directly related to the complex spherical eigenvectors m, n, I by the definitions: 
differing by a (-l)m factor from another common definition [7, 8] , Anyone of the above complex vectors (m, n, B, C etc.) is related to the corresponding even and odd real vectors, defined in [7, 8] for m > 0, as follows:
where mmn, nmn , Bmn etc. may be substituted for Cmn . Relations among the surface vectors P, B, C and their orthogonal properties are as follows:
f X Pmn = 0, r X Bmn = ~Cmn , r X Cmn = Bmn ;
JJ Pmn ■ Pmn dtt = JJ Bmn ■ Bmn dtt = JJ Cmn ' Cmn dQ
JJ Pmn ■ P-m'.n'dil = JJ Bmn ■ B_m,,n,d& = JJ Cmn • C.m',n'dQ
2 n + 1
where dtt = sin 6 dd d4> and the integration is over the ranges 0 < 6 < ir, 0 < <j> < 2tt\ n, n'
for n =ri and 8nn* = 0 for n 4-n'.
In expanding now jx (qx) and j2 (q2) no loss of generality occurs if only one value of the index m, namely m = M, is considered. As in [1] this is due basically to the fact that with Oi 02 along the z axis the azimuthal angles remain the same (<t>[ = <p[2, <j>i = <t>2i) when referred to Oi or 02. Therefore:
where Xi -kRi, x2 = kR2. The more general case would simply involve a superposition (or further summation over M = -s, -s + 1,
Use will also be made of the well-known expansion [7] :
for the free space Green's dyadic in terms of the complex spherical eigenvectors. The superscript (1) is associated withy"(x), while (3) implies use of h(x) = hn(x). On the basis of (7), written for the m, n, I vectors, it is easy to show that (13) is equivalent to the alternative formula involving the even and odd vectors [7] , In (13) / is the identity dyadic (A-1 = I-A = A) and in case r (= OP) < r1 (= OQ) one simply interchanges the superscripts 1 and 3 of the spherical eigenvectors, or, equivalently, their arguments P and Q.
In evaluating the surface integrals of (1) and (2) it is convenient to consider initially the integral L(P) = V X f j(q)G(P, q)dSQ = V X f j\q) ■ G{P, q)dSQ
where S is a spherical surface of radius a and center O, q(a, 6', 0') is a point on S, P(r, 9, 0) is a fixed point not on S (r > a or r < a), R = qP and j{q) is a vector tangential to S, which can be expanded in a series like (11) with the subscript 1 deleted (x = ka). Under these conditions it is well known [2, 5] that L(P) is an analytic vector function of P(r, 0, 0). The last expression for L(P) can be deduced from the first and the relation V X [j(q)G(P, q)] = -j(q) XVG= /(<?) X V'G.
Substitution of (13) into (14) and term-by-term integration yields, in case r > a, terms of the form riimn (P) f j(q) ■ ri±m]n(q)dO.Q, where dSQ = a2di1q. 
where rf££n(q) and ri±"ln(q) have been replaced in accordance with (4), (5) . Substitution of (11) (with the subscript 1 deleted) for f(q) in (15) and use of the orthogonal properties (9), (10) yield:
S= \M\ For r < a a similar procedure yields:
On the basis of (17) and (16) it is now possible to evaluate immediately the nonsingular integrals in (1) (18) where (12) was used instead of (11) and the coordinates of px (Rl2, d12, 012) with respect to center 02 have been explicitly shown. Also:
In order to evaluate the singular surface integrals in (1), (2) it is convenient to return to (14) and cross-multiply it by hp = rp , wherep{a, 0, 0) is a point on S, on the same radius as P{R, 0,0), with r > a or r < a. It is then possible to make use of the classical result [2, 4, 5] :
J S P-p in which the upper/lower sign of the last term corresponds to P approaching p from the exterior/interior of S, i.e., for r > a/r < a. Before the limit is taken, it is possible, as before, to use (16) (for r > a) or (17) (for r < a) to obtain
in which (4), (5) and (8) are also invoked.
It is now possible to substitute back into the integral equations (1) and (2) . Recalling from Fig. 1 that nPi = -rPx , nPi = rPl, it is convenient to use (22) in (1) and (21) 
The second/first term in (23)/(24) contains spherical eigenvectors with respect to origin OJOx. They may be expanded into sums of spherical eigenvectors with respect to 0,/02 (like the other term of the equation) using the well-known translation al addition theorems of Cruzan [6] : 
where d, 60 , <t>0 are the coordinates of Ox with respect to 02 , d< 6'0, </>i those of 02 with respect to Ox and the summation index p varies from | n -j | to n + ^ by steps of 2. Finally, the symbols a(M, n\ ~n, s\p), a(M, n \ ~n,s\p + 1 ,p), a(n, .?,/>) and £(«, .?,/?) are defined in the Appendix, where certain particular values of them are also given. The expressions for BMJl and D^l , Eqs. (30) and (32), differ by a minus sign from Cruzan's values [6] , as discussed in the Appendix.
With C?! 02 along the z axis one has 60 = ir, 6'0 = 0. Therefore, P"~" (cos 7r) = PMp~» (cos 0) = 0 for n f M and Pp(cos ir) = (-Iy = (-l)"+s, Pp(cos 0) = l. As a result the expressions (29)-(32) simplify to
P= \n-s\ 
Cm" " " Cms ($21 <t>2) DMnshs{x2)B Ms{62, 02)]
Invoking the orthogonal properties of the BUs and CMs vectors over the spherical surfaces Si and S2, one finally gets four sets of homogeneous linear equations for the expansion coefficients AMs, FMs , GMs, HMs ofj\ (Pi),j2 ip2)• The last two, originating from (36), express GMs, HMs in terms of AUs , Fms ■ When substituted back into the first two equations, originating from (35), they produce two sets of homogeneous linear equations for the determination of AMs, FMs • The final formulas are: 
These results, as in [1] , simplify Eqs. (37)-(39) a great deal, but not to the extent achieved in [1] . The reason is that for M ^ 0 the coefficients AMs remain coupled to the FMs (an m or n mode is expanded under translation into both m and n modes, unlike the scalar case, Eqs. (20) or (21), (22) in [1] ). Omitting details, it is found that in the determinant D{ans) of the coefficients of AMs, FMs terms of order kd that must be retained are found not only along the diagonal (ass) and the ones next to it (as,s+i ; as+i,s), as in [1] , but, in addition, along the next two diagonals (as,s+2 ; as+2,s)-The evaluation of D(ans) in such a case can still be carried out, as will be shown in a forthcoming publication on the exterior (scattering) problem. However, here these difficulties can be avoided if one restricts the examination to the case M = 0. It is to be remembered here that the axial symmetry of the configuration makes this the most important case, since azimuthal dependence (M ^ 0) may be introduced only by an initial non-axisymmetric impressed field that generates the oscillations inside the cavity, not by the configuration. For M = 0 the m and n modes become completely decoupled. Indeed, from (34) 
•*2 n = l %2 n = 1 
Js\-X l) v = 1 n = 1 Jn\X2)
In these equations the indices 5, n start from n, s = 1 (not 0), since m00 = 'ho = 0, as seen from (4) similar to (30)-(32) in [1] , From here on it is obviously possible to treat only the second case for the coefficients fsv (magnetic modes), and obtain results for the asi, (electric modes) by mere substitution of zn(xi), zn(x2) by Zn(*i), z^(x2), respectively, zn being eithery" or hn.
For small kd, reference to (33), (42), (43) shows that
implying that
in which the C's are independent of kd. From this point on the procedure follows steps identical to 
where, in differentiating dCvXxi, x2)/dxi, one writes x2 = rxi with r = xjx^ = RJRi = constant. There remain the explicit expressions for the constants C. They are obtained from (33), (42), (51) and (52):
Jn + 1\X2) r _ _ hn(X2) a onfO,n+l _ ^n + ljXj) 0,n+l /"0,n+l i n>( b3J3\ Jn,n +1
• / \ ■^0n*-0n 
Therefore: (62)
As in [1] , one obtains the remarkable result that all the C's turn out to be imaginary. This means that all elements /", of the determinant D(jvs), at least to order (kd)2, are imaginary, and therefore that the cvns(d) are real, as predicted by theory for all cavities. This is a very convincing check on all relations and results obtained in this paper. Tables V-VIII. One general observation is the fact that the g"s are almost independent of the order ^ of the resonant frequency; in other words, the percentage change of u^d) from «"s(0) is almost the same for all 5 (same v), particularly for s > 2. As far as the complications of a direct numerical evaluation of the roots of the equation £>(/"") = 0 are concerned, the reader is referred to the detailed discussion of this aspect in [1] ,
Reference to [1] should also be made concerning the possible generalization of the present approach to exterior problems (scattering by an eccentrically coated sphere is at present under investigation), as well as to other geometrical configurations.
Recently, cylindrical geometries were considered, in particular eccentric waveguides and eccentrically coated waveguides. Our results were found in excellent agreement with those of [9] , in which the cutoff frequencies of the lower TM and TE modes were obtained numerically and experimentally for eccentric, perfectly conducting waveguides. For small kd agreement to four decimals was obtained. Even for the largest kd considered in [9] the agreement extended to the first two decimals, an indication that the restriction kd « 1 of the present method is not really as severe as it may appear. This is further corroborated by the fact that the gvs get smaller quickly with increasing ratio r, as seen from the tables. Besides, when r is small and both g,,s and Xi become relatively large, kd gets necessarily small due to the physical restriction d < R2 -Ri or kd < (r -I)*! . This application to waveguides will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
Appendix.
The symbols a(M, n\ -n, j|/j), a(n, s, p) etc. appearing in (29)-(32) are defined as follows [6] Electric Modes (M = 0) cyclically by all indices ju j2,j3 and unless \mn\ < jn. Moreover, an equation that has been used extensively in the derivation of (57)-(59).
Finally, an independent check of the minus sign correction in Cruzan's formulas for B^sn, D^n (Eqs. (30) and (32) in this paper) can be provided by evaluating the rectangular components of the rhmn vector and comparing them with those of the me/omn given in [7] , Indeed, the rectangular components of mmn are easily obtained if one starts by applying These results follow easily from (4), (5) and the well known relations among spherical (r, #, 0) and rectangular (x, y, z) unit vectors. Substitution of (A.9) into (A.8) yields the rectangular components of m^] in terms of the symbol (p. = -1,0, 1). This, as explained above, verifies the necessity of the sign correction in (30) and (32).
